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	Text1: David Stevens
	Text2: 22 Jun 13
	Text7: 20°C
	Text12: 187
	Text13: 5.6
	Text14: 6
	Text15: Gold (kit)
	Text16: 6
	Text17: 2.5mm above upright
	Text18: 2.5mm below upright
	Text19: as manual
	Text20: 
	Text21: 35wt Schumacher
	Text22: No grease
	Text24: 65
	Text25: 
	Text26: Ride R1
	Text27: 
	Text28: Ride R1
	Text29: 27
	Text30: 
	Text31: 
	Text32: Tamiya McLaren
	Text33: Tamiya McLaren
	Text34: 
	Text35: Tamiya McLaren
	Text36: Reedy 4000mah
	Text37: Test day - objective to get Ride R1 front tyres to turn in. Achieved. Setup gives good steering and good rear grip even though track is cool. Biggest impact was 0mm spacer under rear of Pitch Damper. Next biggest impact was changing Upright position to forward hole (makes car slightly twitchy). Also increased spacer above camber alloy to 1.5mm but not sure if it made any difference. For testing purposes no traction compound used.
	Text38: Gold (kit)
	Text39: 0
	Text40: 0
	Check Box41: Yes
	Check Box42: Off
	Text23: Tekin Gen2 21.5
	Text3: 13°C
	Text6: Med/Bumpy
	Text5: TFTR
	Text4: 
	fl tire: 
	rr tire: No traction compound
	rl tire: 
	fr tire: No traction compound
	Text42: 
	Text11: kit
	Text8: 3
	Text10: 189
	Text9: 1.5
	battery details: Ignore the                    #3 above and              #1.5 below. Error on PDF
	front spring: s
	rear ground clearance: 3
	camber angle position: 1.5
	upright position: 1
	upright shaft position: Off
	rear shaft: steel
	Text43: Alterations:arn0 at Petitrc.com
	Text44: Hop up friction damper


